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Arid zone communities of New South Wales preventing OJD:  

democratizing process 
 

Greg Curran, Department of Primary Industries, Broken Hill 

 

Background 

 

Ovine Johne’s disease is not a disease a veterinarian or flockowner would expect to see in a 

hot dry area. Thankfully it has not become common in the arid areas of NSW, not just through 

the admittedly mixed good fortune of its harsh climate, but through action taken over time by 

the flockowner communities of this area working in concert. 

 

A feature of this action is that it is not the result of central government (bureaucracy) 

directing, controlling and policing these communities and their livestock, but by the 

flockowners themselves deciding to act together, to help one another and their sheep, and 

maintain their reputation for having and providing good, healthy sheep and product.  

 

A central feature of this work has been the democratisation of process that we are now seeing 

around the globe, including the “Arab Spring” and the continuing spread of democracy. 

 

This account of what happened and how it succeeded is offered to encourage similar action 

elsewhere (where it is possible, or made possible), and to recognise key people and these 

communities. 

 

I also raise more general questions of how bureaucracy best supports and works through 

democracy at community and regional levels to control or eradicate animal disease. 

 

The arid zone of New South Wales: the Western Division 

 

The 2012 International Colloquium on Paratuberculosis is being held in Sydney, which is in 

the high rainfall part of the state of New South Wales. 500 to 1200 km to the west of Sydney 

is the arid part of New South Wales (NSW), which is called the Western Division. A Google 

map of the Australian earth (Figure 1) shows Broken Hill (marked A) which is in the west of 

the Western Division. This area is shown as baked brown and mottled grey-black, with the 

Darling River running diagonally NE to SW through it; the wetter areas to the east, and the 

Murray River system’s alluvial plains to the south.  

 

The Western Division makes up just under half of the land surface of New South Wales. (See 

Map 1) In this large area, there are about 1000 flocks of sheep, totally 6 to 10 million, 

depending on whether we’re in a longer or shorter drier or wetter period; how the wool and 

meat markets are holding; and what flockowners need to do to look after their sheep and their 

country. There are relatively few cattle in this harsh environment, and a surprising number of 

goats. 
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The people of the arid zone of New South Wales 

 

Knowing that there are about 1000 flocks in such a large area points to a number of 

characteristics of the people of these communities.  

 

They are thinly spread. This does not mean they are “isolated” in the traditional sense. To 

deal with the distances, they formed a powerful oral tradition, where news and information 

travelled quickly by word-of-mouth through people moving about the country initially, then 

property-based radio networks, then telephones and now the internet. Accounts of aboriginal 

culture show strong similarities, with their sharing news and information as they travelled and 

met others. {With aboriginal culture, these networks were formalised into “song lines” and 

“the Dreaming”, for those who may be interested in antecedents that may have helped the arid 

zone flockowners establish good community process}. 

 

Figure 1. Google Earth Image of Australia 

 
 

They live with highly variable rainfall, and hence pasture, and great heat during summer. The 

long drier or wetter periods can last for 50 years, from the limited records we have, and the 

shorter wetter periods might be 2 years. This high variability brings high risks, and the 

environment can punish severely. People and their communities manage risk remarkably well. 

 

They are strong individuals but have strong communities, which is not as contrary as it may 

seem. Hardship, or the threats about them, means that individuals value their community, 

their neighbours and their support, and the community gains from the individual. 

Consequently an arid zone community is effective because it comprises effective individuals. 

Not resource-rich, they are resourceful, making the most from what little they have, or can 

obtain. Although independent, their resourcefulness means they use and value appropriate 

methods and advice offered, without becoming dependent. 
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Western Division Rural Lands Protection Boards 

 

One major resource that stockowners pay for, and operate under Act of Parliament was the 

“Rural Lands Protection Boards” (RLPBs). Livestock owners across New South Wales have 

established this network to deal with important livestock health and pest problems. This 

network is now the “Livestock Health and Pest Authority” (LHPAs). There were 9 RLPBs in 

the Western Division in 1990s, and now two LHPAs (Darling and Western). See Map1. 

 

RLPBs have staff to deal with livestock diseases and animal and plant pests, and to administer 

a range of functions. RLPBs were supported by “Department of Primary Industries” (DPI) 

staff. (This government body has had a series of names over time). 

 

Map 1: NSW Rural Lands Protection Boards, showing Western Division 

 
 

“This is dry country! Why worry about OJD?” 

 

This would have been the response from flockowners, if they had not faced footrot in the 

1980s. Footrot had been seen as not an issue for sheep in Western Division; the common view 

was that it was just too dry. People from the wetter areas once sent their sheep out west to get 

over footrot, believing that it couldn’t survive. A series of much wetter years in the 1980s led 

to virulent footrot spreading in a number of Western Division areas, as well as across the rest 

of NSW. Concerted action was taken to control footrot, after a footrot group in the southeast 

of NSW developed a simple and effective way of eradicating footrot not only in a flock but in 

a group of flocks, with DPI’s Dr Rob Walker (turning sheep, inspecting, paring and treating 

during hot dry periods). 
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When flockowners saw the damage done by footrot, they decided to act not only for their 

sheep’s health and well-being, but because sheep from the Western Division were seen as 

good healthy sheep in the market place. Having footrot damaged the west’s reputation.  

 

Not only that, western flockowners generally didn’t want to run the risk that people in wetter 

areas who bought their sheep might get a problem that the western flockowner could do 

something about. It was clear that once the country dried out, and got back to normal, footrot 

would not be a clinical problem and that sheep would look normal. Flockowners knew that 

these sheep would carry subclinical footrot. “A good reputation” is not just a phrase for 

NSW’s arid zone flockowners.  

 

In the Western Division, footrot was usually dealt with by groups of neighbours working 

together to repeatedly turn, inspect and pare the large numbers of sheep on any one place 

(sometimes up to 30,000 sheep in a flock), with the help of staff employed by RLPBs and 

DPI. Contractors were used too. It was expensive in terms of either money or time and effort, 

but it was successful. That expenditure was largely to retain both market access for their 

sheep, and the good reputation of their area and the Western Division was a whole. 

 

At about the same time, OJD became a major issue in cooler, wetter areas of NSW. The 

media’s coverage of the disease fuelled and built considerable fear and uncertainty about the 

disease and its control. 

 

Western Division flockowners asked “What about OJD?” after footrot had become their own 

problem rather than someone else’s.  

 

One of the first thoughts was that, after footrot, they had confidence in their own ability to 

deal with disease at a flock level, and in the technical advice available. 
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Responding to the threat of OJD (democratically) 

 

Broken Hill RLPB lead the way, establishing an OJD committee in 1997, to “continue trade 

of sheep and goats based on demonstrated low risk of OJD”, and to “assist Broken Hill 

graziers in protecting their flocks from OJD in other areas of Australia”. Mr Keith Allison 

and Mr Max Hams, RLPB Directors and flockowners were both powerful and effective 

advocates. They requested DPI support and guidance. 

 

I decided to talk to Dr Steve Ottaway, who had deep knowledge of OJD and what was being 

done institutionally to control it in cooler, wetter areas. Steve recommended talking to 

flockowners, which was striking for a bureaucrat. He agreed to meet RLPB directors at 

Ivanhoe in February 1998.  

 

At this meeting, it was agreed that the best approach was to show government and the sheep 

industry in NSW and the rest of Australia that the Western Division had a very low risk of 

OJD. The proposal was to achieve this by: 

 each RLPB establishing an OJD committee, consisting of invited key sheep 

industry people (for example, flockowners, stock agents, contractors, 

transporters) 

 voluntary survey of all flockowners asking for details of all sheep introduced onto 

their land in the last 10 years (purchases, transfers and returns from agistment) 

 assessment of survey responses by each OJD committee, to check OJD risk, and 

call for testing of any high risk sheep introduced 

 audit of the survey responses with flockowner permission to test validity against 

stock agent records of purchases; RLPB records of agistment; and the OJD 

committee members’ recollection of transfers of sheep not otherwise recorded 

 ongoing reporting by flockowners of all sheep introduced, with risk assessment 

 

A series of consultations with each RLPB’s Board of directors (all livestock owners) followed 

in 1998. Despite the unprecedented nature and scale of the undertaking, directors believed it 

would be feasible and would be supported. RLPB and DPI staff and directors went to work. 
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An OJD committee was formed in each RLPB. Each RLPB sent out survey forms to all 

flockowners, with attached requests to sign permission for auditing purposes. 

 

The response by flockowners was extraordinary by any comparison. In all 9 RLPBs, response 

rates ranged between 93% and 100%. They provided full 10 year histories of introductions 

(1988 to 1997). This was not difficult for most, as they were and are breeding operations with 

most frequent introductions being rams. These tended to come from one or a limited number 

of studs. Other introductions were remembered because they were related to droughts, when 

sheep were sent to and returned from agistment. Purchases to help rebuild flocks from 

drought were less frequent. Flockowners who traded in sheep were few and well-known to 

stock agents and other flockowners on OJD Committees, as were their introductions and 

where they had come from. Purchases of sheep in exceptionally good years were also well 

remembered. 

 

 
 

It had been expected and became clear that there was a very low risk of introduction of OJD 

into the Western Division because people tended to buy Merino sheep from areas with similar 

types of country, and with low or very low OJD prevalence relatively close to their areas 

(other parts of Western Division, South Australia, Western Queensland, northern NSW), to 

reduce freight costs but more importantly, to have sheep that were likely to adapt well to the 

harsh environment. This practice had continued throughout the 10 year period, with very few 

sheep introduced from known or suspected OJD areas. Agistment had related determinants. 

 

Owners of sheep assessed as being “high risk” (based largely on where they had come from) 

were asked if they would allow testing of these sheep. All agreed, although not all still had 

these sheep (for example, some were British-bred rams which were used while seasons held 

and then were sold).  

 

Between 1 and 3 groups of sheep were tested in each RLPB. All were negative (ELISA, 

GDPT). 
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Each Board’s audit consisted of selecting a sample 5% to 10% of flocks. The selection was 

not random, and the OJD committee’s criteria were often related to perceived OJD risk or not 

being sure of histories. Stock agents gave full cooperation and access. (The privacy rules of 

today would make this approach difficult). Audit consisted of comparing survey return with 

independent records (drought freight rebate, stock agent records of purchase or agistment, 

stock and land returns). Agreement was graded into 6 categories: (survey provides more data 

than records; agreement; substantial agreement; partial agreement; no agreement; or no 

data from independent record) with for each of 4 types of record available. Level of 

agreement differed substantially between records, but overall the OJD committee concluded 

that the surveys provided more data than the independent record; the independent records 

were in substantial agreement, or the OJD Committee members were able to correct, confirm 

and complete the survey returns. 

 

It is important to remember that people on these OJD Committees were not skilled 

bureaucrats; their work was based on democratic principles and practices. They were prepared 

to rely on bureaucrats like myself. They made it abundantly clear they wanted a true and 

complete record and a careful and unbiased assessment of risk, which I found noteworthy. I 

also recognised they knew their sheep and their management were very low risk, but they did 

not set out to “gild the lily”. They didn’t want “a bureaucratic snow job”, as it was once put 

to me. 

 

All survey returns, audits and assessments were completed in all 9 RLPBs by early 1999. 

 

This work and its outcomes were communicated to NSW government officials, other RLPBs, 

and other states, together with requests that all 9 Western Division RLPBs be considered 

“Protected Areas” under the Stock Diseases Act of NSW. 

 

Meanwhile, the work had its own effect on flockowners in the Western Division. All knew 

that OJD was an issue for virtually all other flockowners in their area, their RLPB, and their 

region (the Western Division). This meant all established flockowners knew to be careful 

when bringing in sheep, to be careful with neighbours’ sheep when they had doubts, and to 

bring any problem to RLPB and DPI attention. 
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OJD eradication and control in NSW’s arid zone. 

 

Since 1998, there have been 15 incidents where higher risk sheep were introduced. These 

were detected from reports of owners or neighbours, from abattoir surveillance, or from risk 

assessments of introductions.  

 

All cases had investigation and control protocols worked out and agreed with the flockowner. 

All were documented in Property Disease Management Programs.  

 

Most confirmed infection has been associated with people buying land in the Western 

Division, and moving their sheep in, only to find they are infected. Several cases resulted 

from people purchasing sheep after receiving Sheep Health Statement assurance of very low 

risk or buying supposedly nil risk Western Australian sheep. One infection resulted from a 

flockowner buying rams from a friend, only to see signs of clinical OJD. The flockowner had 

a private veterinarian investigate. No case of endemic OJD has been found. 

 

In this environment, it is feasible to aim for eradication, rather than control. In all cases, the 

infected mob has been destocked. Vaccination is occasionally needed. (The cost of routine 

vaccination was one of the reasons for wanting to keep the disease out).  

 

Testing of in-contact mobs in the flock and across boundaries has not found evidence of 

spread, which is believed to reflect the hot, dry climate; the long drier period from 2000 to 

2010; and very low stock densities  

 

 
 

There is anecdotal evidence that “infected” sheep do not survive as well as “uninfected” 

sheep in long dry periods, with low availability of pasture or poor quality pasture. 
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In all cases, neighbours are informed of the risk, either by the flockowner, or by the RLPB 

staff at the affected flockowner’s request. Neighbours are encouraged to discuss the risk and 

its management with the flockowner and RLP and DPI staff. 

 

All suspect cases are subject to confirmation of trace, risk assessment, and testing used 

Pooled Faecal Culture testing, with more complex cases negotiated and documented under a 

Property Disease Management Program. 

 

In cases where flockowners were reluctant or unwilling, the RLPB (with DPI support) has 

contacted the person, and persuaded them of the importance of cooperation in the interests of 

their neighbours and the area as a whole. 

 

Democracy and bureaucracy 

 

Protected Area status was given to all areas identified as having low risk of OJD in 2002 by 

the Minister of Agriculture. The requirements of the new Protected Areas were little different 

to those all Western Division flockowners were observing to that time. In addition, Broken 

Hill RLPB introduced flockowner booklets to make it simpler to keep records of all purchases 

and introductions.  

 

In 2004, after extended media criticism of the whole NSW OJD program, a plebiscite or vote 

was held across NSW, asking flockowners whether they wanted to retain Protected Area 

status. This was the first instance of a democratic vote on a major disease control program in 

Australia, to my knowledge. In western NSW, a series of public meetings was held to discuss 

the propositions involved the vote. These meetings were set up and run by RLPBs, with all 

flockowners invited. The meetings were well-attended.  

 

In the far west, the meetings had a formal structure: a flockowner proponent (Mr Keith 

Allison), a neutral technical advisor and proponent for good disease control (myself), and a 

neutral facilitator (Mr Lloyd Kingham) who both encouraged and valued all opinions 

expressed, and helped the meeting formulate its views while retaining diversity of views.  

 

Each RLPB held its own vote, under an independent supervision. In the Western Division, 

flockowners in all 9 Boards voted solidly for the proposition, despite considerable criticism 

and at times fierce questioning in the meetings. Each of the 9 RLPBs applied to the Minister 

for Exclusion Area status. This was granted later in 2004. 

 

In 2009, flockowners of Broken Hill RLPB received the first National Farm Biosecurity 

Award, in recognition of the work they’d done to prevent OJD. This community would not 

usually seek such an award, but it wanted recognition of the pivotal role of Mr Keith Allison. 

Keith died of cancer a few weeks after the award was made. 
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In 2011, a second vote was required by DPI under Stock Diseases Act, asking flockowners 

whether they wanted to continue with Exclusion Area arrangements. A larger series of 

meetings was held across Western Division, to ensure as many people as possible could 

attend, given higher fuel prices and time constraints. Very few people attended. This poll 

showed stronger majorities in support for continuing to prevent OJD than in 2004. 

 

In 2012, all very low risk areas will be again asked to prepare cases to justify retaining 

Protected Area status, under a national approach. At this stage, it is understood that these 

cases will not involve formal votes. 

 

OJD has affected trade in sheep across Australia to some extent, as is expected when 

flockowners in one area seek to protect their sheep, and ask that their biosecurity 

arrangements be respected. In Western Division, there has been very little change to trading 

patterns since records have been kept from 1988. There have been larger effects on markets: 

the virtual space where people value sheep. Some areas have been clearly identified as having 

higher risk; some areas have been shown to have poor disease control and biosecurity; others 

have higher standards. This change has affected social valuations in what is an industry and 

profession with certain traditions and standards. Inevitably, this has led to strong political 

pressure on both bureaucracies and politicians. These political pressures are part of the 

democratic process. The political pressures lead to some conflict between proponents of good 

biosecurity and disease control or those wanting to protect their sheep using good biosecurity; 

and those wanting to return to “normal trade” and “open markets”. These conflicts are 

resolved by those who make both political and disease control decisions. This democratic 

process will continue to be played out. 

 

 
 

A major advance in this process has been the role of Animal Health Australia (AHA), a non-

profit organisation made up of both livestock industries and governments. AHA has operated 

as an honest broker across sectional interests, and a generator and central repository of high 

quality disease information and intelligence. Two key people in the Johne’s disease 

discussion in Australia have been AHA’s Dr Lorna Citer and Dr David Kennedy. 
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A personal view of requirements for effective democracy in disease control:  

 

In summary: 

 Personal action and responsibility 

 Group action and responsibility 

 Alignment of self-interest and community interests 

 Confidence that methods and people will succeed 

 Appropriate methods 

 Appropriate infrastructure and personnel 

 Clear benefits from action and responsibility required and taken 

– tangible and intangible 

 Understanding and respect for the interests of others 

 Trust 

 Control of process and outcomes by a community through trusted, responsible, 

committed, altruistic people 

  

 


